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. . . on the rise in Alberta

I

DEANNA TUCKER

dtucker@cjournal.ca

t seems counterintuitive that sexually transmitted infection (STI)
rates are increasing even though talk of “safe sex” has been part of
our culture for some time. Yet, that is what’s happening in Alberta
and partly, experts say, because people aren’t getting tested regularly
and don’t talk prior to having sex, or hooking up.
According to Alberta Health Services’ (AHS) 2015 report, incidences
of gonorrhoea have increased by 80 per cent and cases of infectious
syphilis doubled from 2014 to 2015.
“STI rates in the province are the highest they’ve been in decades
and show no sign of levelling off,” said Dr. Gerry Predy, senior medical
officer of health at AHS during a news conference in April.
Dr. Predy shed light on a possible reason: “A lot of the infections are nongenital sites, so, the rectum, the pharynx of the throat … that’s the part of
the challenge I think we have in getting the message out.”
According to statistics and experts, several factors surround sexual health
issues, although communication, or lack thereof, seems to be the biggest
issue.
CALGARYJOURNAL.CA
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Social media,
major events
and hook-up
culture create
concerns
about sexual
health
PHOTO BY JODI BRAK
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oseline Carter, executive director of programs at
the Calgary Sexual Health Centre (CSHC), said one
reason people don’t educate themselves or get tested is
because “we have a culture of shame around sexuality.
People aren’t going to ask questions about STIs …
because we shame people about their sexuality.”
The tricky part is without regular testing, STIs may be
difficult to detect. “The most common symptom [of an
STI] is no symptom at all,” Carter said in an interview.
She is referring to a sexually active person who may
think she or he is healthy because they have no overt
signs of infection, such as a rash, lumps or bumps on the
genitals, yet they could in fact be carrying an STI.
STIs can also cause various long-term health issues if
not treated.
“For example, chlamydia can result in infertility if left
untreated,” Dr. Predy said during the conference. “Left
untreated, syphilis can result in damage to the central
nervous system.”
Although it doesn’t seem romantic to talk about

sexual health before hooking up, Carter says that
shouldn’t be the case.
“I think that’s part of the problem. We need to shift it
to say it’s actually really sexy to know the person you’re
with is actually taking care of their health.”
ROLE OF SOCIAL MEDIA
The Public Health Agency of Canada (PHAC) conducted
a network analyses in partnership with AHS for the 2015
report which identified core transmitters — people
transmitting infections to a large number of other
people — who are using social media sites like Tinder
and Grindr to meet sexual partners.
Kelly Ernst, interim executive director of Calgary
Outlink: Centre for Gender and Sexual Diversity, says
social media makes hooking up much easier. Ernst —
also the president of Rocky Mountain Civil Liberties
Association — says a popular app for gay men is Grindr.
“Twenty years ago you didn’t have hook-ups happen
so easily and readily online. I mean now, if you want

to have sex, its really easy to hook-up with somebody
online and go meet somewhere,” Ernst says.
Social media sites are one of two factors that Ernst
says have ripened the environment for an increase in
STIs. The second factor, he says, is a culture where people
assume that by taking a pill a problem will simply go
away.
Although social media has made it easier to meet
partners, it is more difficult to track health concerns and
the possible spread of infections.
TARGETING SUPPORT
The 2015 report, available on the Government of Alberta
website, says a majority of syphilis cases — 86 per cent —
result from men having sex with men. HIV is also found
in one-quarter of those cases and although science has
made great strides in treating HIV patients, “there is no
cure for HIV or AIDS at this time,” Dr. Predy concluded.
According to the Government of Canada’s Healthy
Canadians website, HIV, the human immunodeficiency

WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT STIs
• There is a myth that one is more serious than the other, although an STI (sexually transmitted infection) and an STD (sexually transmitted
disease) both refer to the same thing (see www.sexgerms.com).
• According to Roseline Carter with the Calgary Sexual Health Centre, if you are having sex with new partners, regular testing for STIs should
happen every three months.
• Carter says if you are having sex in a monogamous or long-term relationship, regular testing for STIs should be annually.
4
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virus, attacks the body’s immune system making it unable to fight certain illnesses. If left broad but respectful to be really picked up by people,” he says.
untreated, HIV could lead to acquired immune deficiency syndrome, or AIDS, through
Issues of oral sex can be tough to discuss through detailed campaigns, but Ernst, from
the development of serious illnesses like pneumonia.
Calgary Outlink, believes targeted campaigns could help stop problems before they
If infected with HIV, people need to be even more vigilant. “When someone has an begin.
immune disease like HIV, it makes them far more susceptible to all sorts of infections,
“Once a person’s gone to the doctors, especially talking about STDs, it’s too late.” Ernst
STIs being one of them,” Carter says.
says at that point, people are typically looking for testing or for medication to treat
Ernst says after completing a local survey for Calgary Outlink, it was clear to him that infections.
people in the LGBTQ+ community were thirsty for more information regarding sexuality
“There is absolutely no reason that Alberta Health Services couldn’t get posters in
and health support.
front of urinals. So, why not the Stampede?” Ernst suggests campaigns may not reach
He says more than half of the 300 respondents “wanted more information on STD everyone but they do play a role in stopping some transmission of diseases.
(sexually transmitted diseases) testing, medical assistance, and HIV information (and) a
huge number wanted LGBTQ-friendly doctors.”
EDUCATION IS LACKING
Ernst says people are asking for more awareness with regard to a healthy sex life, and Ernst says society can’t cling to the myth that talking to young people about sex will only
he believes Alberta Health Services could do more to fill the information gap.
encourage them to have sex. He is confident that talking with youth is a major key in
Public Health Agency of Canada epidemiologists also established in their research preventing unwanted pregnancies and STIs.
for AHS that one group has been overlooked regarding
“It’s not enough to just fund a program, but you
awareness of STIs: “urban Aboriginal females or
have to actually get it out to culture and media as
indigenous females were a population that we weren’t
well,” he says.
reaching well enough.”
Calgary Outlink has changed its strategic direction,
Dr. Predy says AHS will continue working with First
creating a one-stop community hub both online and
Nations after learning half of all gonorrhoea cases
at its Calgary office for information and support for
among females reported indigenous ethnicity.
the LGBTQ+ community. The organization is pursuing
AHS has work to do while at-risk groups such as
peer support for new Canadians and youth as well as
indigenous women and men having sex with men
strengthening existing peer support groups.
await support that shows inclusivity.
The CSHC is very vocal about the lack of education
“There are some populations who don’t have
standards in Alberta. Carter says, “there is no
access to testing or don’t feel accepted in the testing
comprehensive sexual education in this province.” As
establishments that we have,” says Carter from the
a result, she says it becomes even more difficult to do
Calgary Sexual Health Centre.
more than tell people they need to use condoms.
She says making sure Alberta-wide measures are
“It’s really easy to say to someone, ‘Make sure you
adopted to ensure services are culturally appropriate,
use condoms’ … way more difficult to say, ‘How
– Roseline Carter,
and that follow-up procedures with people in nonare you going to communicate to your partner the
Executive Director, CSHC
urban areas is readily available, would be the first steps
importance of using a condom?’” Carter says.
in creating better sexual health services for all Albertans.
People who are having oral sex may not think
In response to the outbreak, Dr. Predy says Fort
they are putting themselves at risk and aren’t getting
McMurray, Calgary and Edmonton should expect to see
tested as a result. “If you had unprotected oral sex, it’s
an increase in access treatment hours, clinic locations and nursing resources.
probably a good idea as well (to get tested),” she says.
“I encourage all Albertans who are sexually active to get protection and to be tested
Carter explains that using Google to research STIs is one thing, but learning the skills to
as necessary,” Dr. Predy said as he concluded his April press conference.
communicate about sex is something entirely different. That is why CSHC is dedicated to
serving Calgarians in as many ways as possible, including support groups, information
BIG EVENTS, GOOD TIMES
on healthy sex, counselling and training programs for youth. The group even has one
The Calgary Stampede’s 2015 Report to the Community boasts that more than 1.2 staffer responsible for answering questions about healthy sex directly through social
million people made their way through the gates of the self-styled Greatest Outdoor media apps like Grindr.
Show on Earth in 2015. Those numbers are down from previous years, though the
For Carter, STI clinic wait times and a lack of location options are part of the bigger
annual 10-day event in July, and the multitude of parties it sparks, is a big tourist draw problem. “Social marketing campaigns are good if you have the resources to back them
and a popular event for Calgarians.
up,” she says.
“Anytime there is a big event or there is a party atmosphere … then it’s a really good
While CSHC would never tell someone to not have sex with a new partner, Carter
time for sexual health campaigning,” says Carter, outlining the CSHC’s beliefs. Although says, they do encourage people to take time to reflect first and ask important questions.
there are no studies or statistics to prove major events have a negative impact on sexual
“Understand your own values,” she says. “Is this a decision you would make under any
health, Carter says anecdotal evidence was enough to move their team to action.
other circumstance?”
CSHC started a campaign in 2015 to encourage positive behaviour around the
Stampede called #safestampede. The website and Twitter account has especially
targeted women to ensure their experience is safe and fun.
ALL ABOUT CONDOMS (see www.sexgerms.com)
“We have a mutual responsibility to make it safe for each other,” Carter says of the
• There are male condoms, female condoms, and dental dams (for
Calgary Stampede and other large events where hook-ups are likely to happen.
oral sex) available for protection against STIs.
AHS launched a campaign in 2012 — called “Put a condom on your cowboy” —
targeting the Stampede, but there will be no campaign like this in 2016.
• Condoms only offer partial protection against STIs that can be
However, according to Shannon Evans, communications team lead for Alberta
passed through skin-to-skin contact, and do not cover the entire
Health Services, the department launched a new campaign in June which refers to their
genital area. That means you are still at risk for STIs like herpes,
website, sexgerms.com with bold slogans like “Go balls deep without losing sleep”, and,
“Keep your vajayjay yay-yay”. Evans said in an email this campaign is the third wave of STI
syphilis, HPV, and more.
marketing they will have started since September 2015.
• Latex condoms are the best defense against STIs.
Ernst says part of the problem with awareness campaigns is the traditionally
conservative nature of Calgary’s culture. “Those awareness campaigns have to be fairly

“I think that’s part of the
problem. We need to shift it to
say it’s actually really sexy to
know the person you’re with is
actually taking care
of their health.”
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Rough road ahead for Calgary’s Red Mile
Major facelift of 17th Avenue too disruptive for at least one business

Due to major construction taking place along the length of 17th Avenue for the next three summers, pedestrians and city drivers alike can expect delays
along the corridor in years to come, but according to city officials, the wait will be well worth it.
PHOTO BY JODI BRAK
MICHAELA RITCHIE

I

mritchie@cjournal.ca

t’s a pretty rough ride down 17th Avenue these
days, even for a seasoned Calgary driver. Coming
in from the east, making a right turn off First Street,
S.E., you ponder the probability of your car veering up
over the street-level curb as you navigate the bustling
intersection of two exceptionally narrow roads in an
effort to avoid less diligent drivers. Telephone wires
crisscross overhead, cutting up what would have
been a fairly decent view of the downtown core as
you head west. A pedestrian cuts in front of you on an
otherwise invisible crossing.
It’s certainly not the prettiest end of the avenue,
that’s for sure.
City officials appear to agree; that dilapidated
street corner is just one of many areas along Calgary’s
famous, or infamous, Red Mile slated to receive
extensive rejuvenation this year and into 2018.
Starting this summer, 17th Avenue from Macleod Trail
to 14th Street, S.W. will undergo a massive upgrade,
above and below ground.
The project, expected to cost roughly $44 million,
includes much-needed structural improvements,
while implementing visible design changes that
maintain the heritage and vibrant culture of the
popular street, which became known as the Red
Mile after the Calgary Flames’ unexpected run for
the Stanley Cup in 2004, sparking fans to flood the
avenue in celebration.
However, the police presence grew during
subsequent playoff runs in 2006 and 2015 when the

6
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crowd became more rambunctious and residents
in the area complained about noise, traffic snarls,
increasing volumes of trash, and even people
urinating in alleyways.
After facing more than 30 years of such use, on top
of the usual vehicular and pedestrian traffic, Ryan
Murray, with the City of Calgary’s transportation
department, says the road has simply aged and is in
desperate need of a fresh start.
“Ultimately the objective here is to invest back
into 17th Avenue. The roadway is over 30 years old
and needs to be rebuilt,” he said, elaborating that
the avenue “has reached the end of its life cycle,
and so needs to be replaced in order to maintain a
reasonable traffic flow and quality of service.”
Since it’s original planning stages, the project
has escalated to include replacing utility lines and
upgrading aesthetic features in an effort to avoid
further disturbance to locals down the road.
“As soon as you open the road like this, suddenly
everyone wants in — utility companies and electrical
and such,” explained Murray at an open house held
May 19 at ATB Financial on 17th Avenue.
“They want to do their upgrades now while the
road isn’t in because if they come back three or five
years later, they’re just disrupting people again, and
needlessly so. So it’s a big project for sure, but it’s
also in an effort to try and disrupt people as little as
possible over the next 20 to 30 years.”
An extensive research and planning period in fall
2015 studied the ways in which the avenue is utilized
by locals and tourists, as well as analyzed primary

CALGARYJOURNAL.CA

concerns of local business owners, given what they
knew about the project at the time.
“All the businesses want and need is to stay open,”
said project manager Logan Tolsma at the May 19
public information session. “It’s the number one item
that we’ve been hearing back from businesses, is to
maintain access to their stores.”
The request that the city be mindful of keeping
the street alive during construction was paramount
for both businesses and locals, as Tolsma points
out: “We’d have to really dive in to find out what the
number two request was — access is just such a
concern, for everyone.”
As a result, project co-ordinators have worked to
implement a new marketing strategy to help aid in
navigating and understanding the construction as it’s
happening, as well as continue to draw attention to
businesses throughout the process.
“There’s never going to be a good time to shut down

“I can appreciate what they’re
trying to do, but from the perspective of a small operation
like us, we just don’t have the
deep pockets to wait for
another two years for [the
area] to be revitalized.”
–Brett Roy, owner of Sweet Lollapalooza

CITY
the street, because it’s more than just a street,” said
Murray. “We don’t have the luxury of telling people
to avoid the area, because it’s the street that never
sleeps, for Calgary. It’s more than just a pathway, it’s
one of the most popular destinations in the city.
“It’s going mean putting up that proverbial neon
sign that, instead of saying ‘No, don’t come this way,’
tells people how they can continue to get to and
enjoy 17th Ave. despite the construction,” Murray
said of the unusual approach the city plans to take
in trying to maintain a flow of visitors to the avenue.
In addition to trying to keep citizens and tourists
informed about the progress of the construction
via digital newsletters, mail-outs, and social media
efforts, the original timeline of the project has also
been expanded. While construction was originally
slated for the next two summers, feedback from
residents and businesses persuaded the city to
extend the process a year in order to push back the
initial groundbreaking and give locals more time
to understand the process and prepare themselves
financially.
“What we decided to do was spread out some
of the tasks to manage the risks that come with
scheduling to create more predictability,” explained
Tolsma. “This year we’re going to be installing the
shallow utilities — your gas, power and electrical,
and communications. By removing those from the
roadwork schedule, it allows the roadwork and deep
utilities to be working around shallow utilities that
are newer, more stable, and also have less hands in
the cookie jar.”
City officials do not expect the expanded timeline
to negatively impact businesses in any significant
way. Tolsma cites the project as having a major
vested interest in helping businesses in the area,
by improving the environment in which their daily
operations are carried out.
“I’d be lying if I said there would be no impact, but
we are working as hard as we can to mitigate those
impacts with good planning,” he says.
CONTINUED CONSTRUCTION CONCERNS
However, it’s no secret that some business owners
still feel wary of the impact the construction will
have on what can already be a difficult marketplace
in which to attract customers. As The Calgary Journal
and Metro Calgary have previously reported, some
folks are more than just worried.
In fact, owner and head chef Brett Roy of Sweet
Lollapalooza, a chocolatier and confectionary café
in the Gravity Pope building between 10th and 11th
Streets, S.W., plans to close down in part because of
the impending construction.
“I can appreciate what they’re trying to do,” he
says of the city’s intention to improve the pedestrian
experience, in turn hopefully boosting foot traffic to
local businesses. “But from the perspective of a small
operation like us, we just don’t have the deep pockets
to wait for another two years for [the area] to be
revitalized.”
However, the city’s depressed economy, which
has not been kind to small speciality businesses like
Sweet Lollapalooza, has also played a part in Roy’s

Logan Tolsma, project manager for the 17th Avenue rejuvenation, says that while citizens’ anxiety
about the project’s duration is understandable, the city is working hard to proceed with respect to the
needs of locals first and foremost.
PHOTO BY MICHAELA RITCHIE
decision to close his doors in the coming months.
“It’s like they’ve turned the tap off,” says Roy of
Calgary’s current economic dry-spell, which has
prompted a decreased demand for specialty goods.
“The business has just been awful.”
Roy says he wasn’t notified about the city’s plans
to start construction in the area until after he had
already made arrangements to set up shop in
December 2015.
As a new business in the area, who has yet to gain a
loyal following, construction of this magnitude would
be completely detrimental, according to Roy. In an
economic climate that is already working against
him, the reveal of the 17th Avenue construction felt
like rubbing salt in his wounds.
“If I had known that was the city’s plan, I wouldn’t
have gone in there in the first place,”he says, noticeably
frustrated. “We just can’t continue to fund something
that doesn’t bring in traffic. Honestly, I believe [the
construction] is just going to make things worse. It
kind of made the decision for us.”
However, for those businesses that can afford to
tough it out through the next three construction
seasons, Tolsma say the improvements — both
structurally and aesthetically — will be well worth
the wait.
“It’s an investment in the goods and services
offered by this community, as well as the people
who come down to this location. It serves the needs
of Calgarians as a whole, as well as those who come
through this corridor.
“Obviously, if the roadway is failing, we can’t
continue to use it, so only by investing into this area
can we continue to have those services.”
The first phase of construction began May 24 and
will continue until snowfall, focusing on replacing
shallow utilities. Once the safety of those lines
is ensured, which will likely take all summer, the
real heavy lifting commences in 2017 with road
construction and upgrading of deep utilities (water
and sanitary utilities).

WHAT DO YOU THINK OF THE
17TH AVENUE REDEVELOPMENT?
“It makes sense to me [that the city is
rebuilding 17th Avenue], though it will
be interesting to see how it affects the
businesses.”

• Kelly Pollock, frequent 17th Avenue visitor
“The city planned this for some time, and
it has to be done. The city can’t neglect
anything. After that, it will bring more
people. It’s kind of needed.”

• Norman, does his banking on 17th Avenue
“It feels like an old city, so I think it’ll
be great. I think it’s positive. Obviously
construction hinders a lot of things, but a
majority of these businesses aren’t going
anywhere anyways.”

• Joe Wiggel & Jess Seguin, new residents of
the 17th Avenue area
“It wouldn’t really affect me, because
I walk to and from work. Plus it will be
really cool to see better access to the
Stampede grounds!”

• Erika Bennett, employee of 17th Avenue
tattoo and piercing parlour
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According to Alberta Transportation, distracted driving restricts drivers from using hand-held cellphones (even when stopped at a red light), entering
information into a GPS, personal grooming, and more.
PHOTO BY MELISSA KADEY

Distracted driving rates continue to rise

Calgary Police Traﬃc Unit says despite new legislation drivers refuse to unplug
MELISSA KADEY

mkadey@cjournal.ca

L

ike many Calgarians, Madelaine Vanderwerff
found herself delayed for about 15 minutes in a
traffic jam on 14th Street N.W. when her child’s
daycare called to find out where she was.
Vanderwerff answered so the daycare staff would
know she was on her way. Just then, a police officer on
a bike told her to pull over. He issued her a distracted
driving ticket for $287.
“The cop was pretty ornery, but there were about
four other cars who were directed to pull over and
many of the drivers were arguing with the police
officer, so I couldn’t really blame him for being terse,”
says Vanderwerff. “I deserved it! I was operating a
vehicle and didn’t have a hands-free device when
answering my phone.”
Staff Sgt. Paul Stacey, with the Calgary Police Traffic
Unit, says that although texting is one of the most
common practices, holding and talking on cellphones
is another.
Stacey has heard some unusual distracted driving
stories from other traffic officers, including one where
a man was talking into a Tim Hortons cup.
“The fellow kept putting the cup up to his face and
was talking. He was finally pulled over and it was
discovered that the guy had a telephone in the Tim
Hortons cup and was talking on it.
“I guess he thought that if he had it in the cup it
would fool the police, but in this case it didn’t. So

8
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there’s a $287 ticket for talking into a coffee cup.”
From Sept. 1, 2011, to March 21, 2012 — the first
year distracted driving legislation came into effect —
there were 8,345 convictions in Alberta and between
April 1, 2014, and March 31, 2015, that number grew
to 27,417.

In January the provincial government changed the
distracted driving law so that it now includes three
license demerit points as well as a $287 fine.
“I’m really lucky that it was last summer, and before
the bill was passed to start to issuing demerit points
for distracted driving,” says Vanderwerff.

Alberta Transportation states that using hand-held communication devices while driving is one
of the most common distractions for drivers. These drivers are three times more likely to be in a
crash.
PHOTO BY MELISSA KADEY
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Stacey says police have not seen a decrease in the
number of tickets being issued since losing demerit
points was added to the distracted driving legislation.
He adds that people are used to the $287 fine and
although losing demerits is fairly new it will not affect
people until they start to see an impact on their
driver’s licenses (becoming subject to a suspension)
or until the insurance company raises rates because
a driver is classified as high-risk (due to the distracted
driving tickets).
“That’s where we’ll start to see the impact of
demerits, but because it’s relatively new, the impact
hasn’t been felt yet.”
Despite the growing number of distracted
driving convictions, Stacey believes the penalties
are adequate and explains that there was a similar
situation when the seatbelt legislation was introduced
in the 1980s.
“Initially there was a lot of resistance to it, people
weren’t used to putting on theirseatbelts, and had
a million excuses about why they shouldn’t have to
wear seatbelts,” says Stacey.
“It took pretty much a whole generation before we
got to the point we’re at now with the seatbelt issue.
I mean now in urban Alberta, it’s about a 95 per cent
compliance rate. And it took a long time to get to
that point. But back to distracted driving, I think the
penalties are accurate; it’s just going to have to be a
cultural change.”

Vanderwerff has since paid the ticket but she has
some apprehensions regarding the “sneak up” tactics
of the Calgary Police Service. She says it felt as though
the officer was waiting for drivers to pull out their
phones in heavy traffic, when they perhaps thought
it was safe to do so as because their vehicle wasn’t
moving.

“I drove by some guy with
a three foot tall hookah
[pipe] the other day,
packing it with tobacco —
or something else ”
– Madelaine Vanderwerff

“There were many drivers who were pulled over
that day, so it sort of operated like a distracted
driving check-stop,” suggests Vanderwerff.
Her concerns with distracted driving are primarily
around how police officers are rolling out this

initiative. Officers are catching people texting while
stuck at a standstill in traffic jams, but Vanderwerff
wonders how people on their phones driving at
speeds of 70 km/h or higher get ticketed.
She also believes that distracted driving laws
should be clarified. She notes that hand-held
devices, personal grooming products, and other
items are targeted but she is curious where the line
is being drawn when drivers are also consuming
beverages, puffing on cigarettes, or e-cigarettes.
“I drove by some guy with a three foot tall hookah
[pipe] the other day, packing it with tobacco — or
something else — and it was placed in the console
between the driver’s seat and the passenger’s seat.
He kept messing around with this thing and wasn’t
paying attention to the road at all.
“What happens if a smoker drops a cigarette in
their vehicle while driving?” Vanderwerff asked. “Or
what if your kid drips a toy while they are in the
back seat?”
Stacey says that since there has been so much
public attention around distracted driving it would
be a challenging challenge trying to find someone
who doesn’t know it’s against the law and that
people just have an addiction to being connected.
“I guess the only way that this will be driven home
is through enforcement and we are absolutely not
taking our foot of the gas when it comes to that,”
says Stacey.

According to research conducted by insurance companies and road safety groups, teens are among the fastest grwoing demographics for distracted
driving, potentially because of young people’s close relationship with technology.
GRAPHIC COURTESY OF STATE FARM/FLICKR
CALGARYJOURNAL.CA
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Athabasca River water quality index
may miss oilsands’ impact

Province’s report on important river may understate risks for downstream residents
LAURA STEWART

lstewart@cjournal.ca

Researchers have found pollution settling in snow around oilsands facilities, like the one shown above, which eventually washed into the river. Since the
Water Quality Index report does not include volatile organic compounds or hydrocarbons, it is a concern for nearby residents.
PHOTO BY KRIS KRÜG, FLICKR

A

s it flows from the oilsands region towards Fort
Chipewyan in northern Alberta, the Athabasca
River appeared to be healthy this past winter.
“Right now everything is all frozen, and it all looks
beautiful right now,” said Chief Allan Adam of the
Athabasca Chipewyan First Nation in early March.
But the way he sees it, water beneath the ice is “the
hidden grim reaper.”
First Nations people living along the river say the
water is not the same as it was four decades ago,
when they could safely drink and fish from it.
Questions about official monitoring and reporting
of environmental conditions in the region received
national attention in 2009. Researchers found
pollution settling in snow around oilsands facilities
that eventually washed into the river. The study
estimated spring run-off each year might carry
hydrocarbons “equivalent to a major oil spill.”
Yet in its 2014-2015 annual report, Environment
and Sustainable Resource Development (ESRD)
published river water quality index values stating the
Athabasca River had good-to-excellent water quality
for the years up to 2013 and 2014 — the most recent
data available.
In fact, out of six Alberta river systems reported in
the index, the Athabasca River, both upstream and
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downstream from the oilsands region, had the most
consistently good results.
In the background report for the index, the
Athabasca River chart is a stripe of green representing
18 years of “good” values, interrupted only by an
occasional blue square for “excellent.”
Experts on contaminant monitoring in the region
offered several reasons that such reassuring values
could appear, even if significant pollutants are
entering the river.

“There’s no simple answer,
but the point is,
the river system is
not perfectly healthy.”
–Bruce Maclean, community-based
monitoring co-ordinator
The oilsands make up only a small part of the
watershed that feeds the Athabasca River, said Joe
Rasmussen, who holds a Canada Research Chair in
Aquatic Ecosystems at the University of Lethbridge
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and has served on oilsands review panels.
“So the water flowing into Lake Athabasca’s pretty
clean,” he said, simply because pollutants are diluted
in huge volumes of very clean water coming from
upstream. “But it’s not something we did anything to
deserve.”
However, David Schindler, a co-author of the
2009 study and an award-winning aquatic ecologist
now retired from the University of Alberta, said fine
particles suspended in the river may carry pollutants,
but these particles get filtered out before the water
is tested.
“If you look at just the material dissolved in water,
it meets every sort of guideline you could imagine,”
he said.
Schindler also said water quality could be worse
at certain times of year — times that may not show
up in the measurements. For metals, the index relies
on quarterly samples, which could miss the pulses of
pollution in run-off from melting snow.
Metals are one of four types of “sub-indices”
covered by the index. The other three are nutrients,
pesticides and bacteria.
Absent are any measures of hydrocarbons — the
chemical compounds that make up oil.
“That was my first question,” said Alvaro Pinto,

CITY
director of sustainability at Fort McKay First Nation,
near the centre of oilsands activity. “What about the
VOCs [volatile organic compounds]? What about the
hydrocarbons? I mean, there is nothing there [in the
index], and we know that it’s there.”
Officials responsible for monitoring say those
hydrocarbons don’t fit well in the river water
quality index, which considers province-wide issues
with a small number of important, well-known
contaminants.
If a pollutant is important only in a single river
system, that creates a problem for a province-wide
index, according to Thorsten Hebben, director of
surface water policy with Alberta Environment and
Parks. As he explained, the index is an average of a
set of measurements. If a hydrocarbon measurement
were added to the average for the Athabasca River
only, the result could not be compared to other rivers.
Also, the index compares measurements to
established guidelines for acceptable levels. For
many hydrocarbons, Hebben said these guidelines
are lacking because researchers are still developing
testing methods and studying the chemicals’ effects.
Asked if hydrocarbon measurements could

The Firebag River flows toward the Athabasca
River. Similar small rivers passing much closer
to the mines do not have large volumes of
clean water coming from beyond the oilsands
region to dilute potential contaminants.
PHOTO BY KRIS KRÜG, FLICKR

The Athabasca River flows from left to right in the lower part of this image, passing under plumes
from oilsands facilities between Fort McMurray and Fort McKay. Athabasca Chipewyan First Nation
Chief Allan Adam fears what is below the frozen surface of the water.
PHOTO BY KRIS KRÜG, FLICKR
eventually be included in the index, Hebben said, “I
don’t think we’d be doing the information justice.”
He prefers the current approach of separate, indepth scientific reporting through the oilsands
monitoring program.
That monitoring program is overseen by the Alberta
Environmental Monitoring, Evaluation and Reporting
Agency, which the former Progressive Conservative
government created in 2014 to provide more
independent evaluation of the oilsands’ impacts.
The current NDP government recently announced
it will fold monitoring responsibility back into the
environment department, keeping only the agency’s
independent review panel.
Fred Wrona, the agency’s vice-president and chief
scientist, said they have expanded water testing in the
region to cover more chemistry, at more locations and
more often — up to daily sampling when conditions
are changing rapidly, such as during thaws.
Like Hebben from Alberta Environment and Parks,
Wrona said the river water quality index is useful for
general information and historical trends, but the
new detailed information they have been gathering
would be better reported separately to clearly show
the levels of specific contaminants.
But will this separate, in-depth testing appear in the
Environment and Parks’ river quality index reports?
Hebben said once there is sufficient data on
hydrocarbons and their origins, “I think it’s something
that could reasonably be portrayed in the annual
report.”
Meanwhile, Albertans see a river water quality
index showing only “good” or “excellent” results.
The water quality may be good as far as metals,
bacteria, nutrients and pesticides — and perhaps
even hydrocarbons, as long as it’s filtered — are
concerned.
However, “people who are living out on the land,

and fish and other organisms, don’t filter their water
before they drink it — they drink it straight out of the
river,” Schindler noted.
People don’t drink from the Athabasca anymore,
according to Chief Adam from Athabasca Chipewyan
First Nation. He remembers a time when he could
confidently drink from the Athabasca River, swim in it
and fish from it, but that was nearly 40 years ago. Now
people worry about mercury in fish, skin infections
affecting children and high rates of cancer.
Pinto said people of the Fort McKay First Nation
have changed the way they use the river, limiting it
to things like boating where “they don’t have to have
too much contact with the water.”
Bruce Maclean, who co-ordinates the Community
Based Monitoring Program for both the Athabasca
Chipewyan and the Mikisew Cree First Nations, said
the program uses community knowledge to detect
changes over time.
“There’s no simple answer,” he said, “but the point is,
the river system is not perfectly healthy.”
When asked if the index should have a disclaimer
to say what’s not included in the reported values,
Hebben noted several other chemical compounds
are monitored in the province but not covered by the
index. Besides hydrocarbons, he says other chemicals
such as pharmaceuticals and industrial surfactants
aren’t included.
“Some additional description certainly wouldn’t
hurt and it’s something we could consider,” he said.
For now, the green index bar on the Athabasca
River chart raises more questions than answers for
people living downstream.
Maclean maintains that an index based on local
residents’ reports rather than chemical tests would
look very different.
“If you had a ‘First Nations from Fort Chip’ index on
the Athabasca River, it would be red.”
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FT.MAC
IN FLAMES

Capt. Greg Verrall rushes into the brush beyond
a nearby water treatment plant after the fire has
died down, attempting to douse hotspots before
they flare up again.
PHOTO BY TREY HALE

Fire crews from across Alberta wait in a staging
area to be assigned to their next tasks.
PHOTO BY TREY HALE

Lt. Trey Hale examines the fire raging along
the banks of the Athabasca River, May 3.
PHOTO BY GREG VERRALL

To learn more about how the ﬁres were fought, how the
evacuee crisis was handled, and the aftermath of the
disaster, read on, or visit us online at calgaryjournal.ca

Beiseker Fire Capt.
Greg Verrall looks on
as the wildfire grows,
spreading closer to
a residential street
in a Fort McMurray
suburb on May 4.
PHOTO BY TREY HALE
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The blaze continues down a Fort McMurray street as Beiseker firefighters use backhoes and
bulldozers to clear away charred debris from destroyed homes.
PHOTO BY GREG VERRALL
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Long road to recovery for Fort McMurray
teachers and students

Teachers eager to give back to their community after devastating wildﬁres
DEANNA TUCKER

dtucker@cjournal.ca

T

he road to recovery for Fort McMurray students
and teachers will be a long one, but the
community is looking forward to rebuilding, says
an Alberta Teachers’ Association (ATA) representative
from the city.
Nancy Ball has been the local ATA president for six
years and a Teacher Capacity Leader since February,
but she started her career as a teacher in Fort
McMurray 35 years ago.
Ball — who represents 785 teachers in the local
ATA — wasn’t the only teacher who sacrificed her
evacuation plans in order to ensure Fort McMurray
students were safe. But, she said, this is the nature of
teachers.
Instead of dwelling on teachers’ heroics, Ball is
quick to thank first responders instead.
“We’re so thankful for all the work that the first
responders are doing to protect our community, our
schools, our homes.”
David Eggen, Alberta’s education minister, said May
9 that some 12,000 students had been displaced by
the wildfires.
Since the wildfires, Ball said some teachers are
staying in Calgary and Edmonton, though others
have gone as far as Newfoundland or Nova Scotia to
be with family.

“There are going to be
rough times. It is going to
be hard to go back and see
the devastation firsthand,
but we know we are
not alone.”
–Nancy Ball,
Local ATA Fort McMurray president

“Those that have children have registered them
into schools just so they have a degree of normalcy,”
she said.
“Now, what does normalcy mean for teachers
though?” Ball asked.
Teaching is a profession based on the foundation
of relationships. The chaotic and sudden loss of those
relationships has taken their toll on some teachers.
“For some, they’re just lost,” Ball said. “They feel lost.”
For teachers who needed to find a sense of

Fort McMurray teachers have a chance to connect at the Annual Representative Assembly (ARA) at the end
of May. From left to right: Karie Evans, Shannon Dube, Lana Pelletier, Kathy Vladicka, Minister Eggen, Nancy
Ball, Deborah Nicholson, Sheldon Dahl, District Representative Quintin Yardley.
PHOTO COURTESY OF NANCY BALL
normalcy, volunteering in schools has been a source
of comfort. Ball said teachers have been welcomed by
schools across the province to help in classrooms.
“That still gives them that ability to work with
students,” Ball said.
Ball also credits social media for playing a large role
in connecting colleagues after having to leave Fort
McMurray in such a rush. “Social media has been a
Godsend,” Ball said. “It has been a real support system
because for some of those teachers, they have lost
their houses.”
“I think that part of processing what has happened
is sharing stories with those who have gone through
it. Because, they understand,” said Ball, adding not
having to explain everything because colleagues
went through the same experience has been a
tremendous help.
“Sometimes you feel guilty in laughing,” she said.
She believes laughter can provide relief in dark times,
although the best medicine is seeing each other
again.
Ball joined more than 400 teachers, including a
handful of teachers from Fort McMurray, for the 99th
Annual Representative Assembly (ARA) May 21-23 in
Calgary.
“When staff saw each other, whatever bags were in
their hands, they just dropped them. The hugs, the
smiles, and even the laughter — there was laughter
— it was like a first step in the process of dealing with
this horrific event.”
Ball said it’s important to remember that teachers
are dealing with their own personal experience from

the wildfires.
“What you see on videos, in pictures, on TV and
YouTube clips, teachers have experienced that.”
Not only are teachers working through their own
stories, they are going to need support in knowing
how to help their students, including addressing their
mental health.
“We’re going to need support in helping our
students go forward. It’s going to be a long process,”
Ball said. Having the support of Alberta health,
education, and federal government support needs to
be recognized, along with the need for professional
development of teachers.
Fort McMurray Today reported June 3 that four
schools may not be ready to open in September due
to fire damage but the hardships Fort McMurray faces
won’t hold teachers back from returning to their city.
“I know of teachers who have lost their houses, who
are already looking for where they will live when they
come back,” Ball said.
The support Ball has received from teacher
associations across the country — from the president
of the Nova Scotia Teachers Federation to the British
Columbia Teachers Association — has been yet
another reminder that Fort McMurray will only come
out of this experience stronger.
“There are going to be rough times. It is going to be
hard to go back and see the devastation first-hand,
but we know we are not alone.”
The first group of Fort McMurray residents were
able to return home June 1 as a part of a voluntary
re-entry plan.
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Taming ‘The Beast’

Combatting the Fort McMurray wildﬁres required herculean eﬀorts by ﬁreﬁghters

A fire that sparked from raining embers from the original Fort McMurray wildfire engulfs a condominium complex on May 5, as crews work to protect
surrounding structures by isolating the blaze.
PHOTO BY JAMES HOUGHTON
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n six years, I don’t know if I’ve ever actually been scared
before, on an emergency scene. But that night, I was.”
So says Lt. Trey Hale, of the Beiseker Fire Department,
of the night of May 3, his first fighting the flames in Fort
McMurray. At its height, the wildfire overtook more than
500,000 hectares of forest and municipal land — enough
to make even veteran rescue workers anxious.
The Horse River Fire, as it was eventually named,
required more than 2,100 firefighters to get under
control, and still rages on more than eight weeks after
its onset. Crews from all over Canada, the U.S., and even
280 fighters from South Africa, came in to assist with
advanced techniques and equipment. But given the
scale of the fires, rescue workers had to consider a bevy of
unique circumstances beyond the usual measures when
combatting this historic blaze.
JOINING FORCES
There are two typical classes of firefighter: structural
and forestry. These divisions do not ordinarily overlap in
duties, as Lt. Austin Burley, also of Beiseker, explains.
“To simplify,” says Burley, “structural is what we [the
Beiseker department] are. We fight house fires, we cut
people out of cars, save cats out of trees. On the other
hand, forestry firefighters deal specifically with natural
forest fires. They aren’t normally dealing with structures,
or fires within city limits.”
Operating with two kinds of firefighter allows better
allocation of resources during day-to-day emergencies,
ensuring manpower doesn’t need to be constantly
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divided. But what happens when a fire defies the arbitrary
boundary between city and wilderness? Fires like Fort
Mac, and Slave Lake in 2011, both began in the forest,
but grew to encompass neighbouring municipalities.
Firefighters classify these types of progressions as
“wildland urban interface fires.”
“If you have a heavily dense forest area, such as Banff,
Slave Lake or Fort McMurray, when those trees light up
and that fire moves, it generally moves towards the town,
and from there the town starts to burn,” explains Hale.
That duality alone, says Beiseker Capt. Adam Harris,
makes a fire event of this magnitude something rare for
firefighters. The vast area overtaken, number of structures
involved, and amount of fuel burning made Fort Mac
particularly difficult to handle. Inventive measures had to
be taken to gain the upper hand.
Such extensive operations also require strong
communication between the provincial effort (forestry)
and, in this case, multiple municipal departments
(structural), in order to pool resources most effectively to
fight the fire.
THE INITIAL RESPONSE
Regularly, forestry crews responding to a fire of this ilk will
be deployed in “helitack” or “rapattack” crews — when
helicopters come into play.
The average helitack team includes four firefighters
and a pilot. The firefighters are dispatched to the site of a
fire, after which the pilot retrieves water from the nearest
predetermined source. By the time the helicopter returns,
the crew has usually divined the best course of action and
is able to “direct the helicopter to drop water where they
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deem necessary,” according to Harris.
When conditions are favourable, water and “boots
on the ground” in such a manner can kill a blaze, says
Harris, but conditions near Fort McMurray rendered this
approach less effective than it needed to be. The fires also
began in several distant locations almost simultaneously,
stretching response resources thin from the start.
THE PERFECT FIRESTORM
The fires were helped along significantly by a severe lack
of precipitation up north in the week leading up to May 3,
the day mandatory evacuation got underway. Consistent
daytime temperatures in the low 30s Celsius made the
region particularly combustible, says Harris.
“Whatever fuel we have is going to burn more rapidly
in conditions like what they were experiencing,” he says.
Wind factors are also “critical” to the spread of a fire,
Harris explains,“because they are primarily what is helping
that fire to grow, and determine in what direction.”
As well, “a fire that starts or is taking place around the
hours of 3 p.m. to 5 p.m., which is generally the hottest
time of the day, when the relative humidity is lower than
the absolute temperature, that promotes really aggressive
fire behaviour,” says Harris. “We call that crossover.”
Crossover is so named because that blend of low
humidity and high temperature drains valuable water
from the air and surrounding environment, culminating
in the perfect storm for a fire-starting dry spell.
Global News meteorologist Anthony Farnell said of the
situation: “Firefighters use this 30-30-30 rule. It involves
temperature, humidity and wind speed. When they’re all
around 30, it’s bad news.”

FORT MAC FIRES
“There were a lot of things we had to worry about,”
recalls Hale. “We’d be fighting a fire that was going
towards town, but then two minutes later the wind
would change and from there you would have to back up
and make another plan to deal with that.”
ASSEMBLING THE TEAM
Burley, Harris, and Hale were all on shift May 3 when they
heard of the fires growing out of control up north. By 6
p.m., news media made it clear that outlying departments
would need to pitch in if the fires were to be contained.
Fort Mac departments were entirely overwhelmed.
“The first thought through our head is always the boys
— we want to back up our brothers,” says Burley.
The Alberta Emergency Management Agency (AEMA)
worked alongside Fort Mac departments to assess what
aid was required, and co-ordinated fire crews to respond
accordingly. In Beiseker’s case, Hale recalls his team being
scheduled for dispatch the very same night.
Since the Beiseker crew was called for extra manpower
on the structural front, they brought only their smallest
rescue truck, one without ladders or extraneous
equipment to hinder it. With dangerously dry weather
conditions prevalent across Alberta, they had to make
sure they weren’t depleting their home station.
“At the end of the day, you have to protect your home
district first right? So only when you can spare resources,
that’s when you do,” says Harris of the precautions.
“The province calls for resources as needed in order
to prevent a bunch of people from going up there, and
[the crews] losing control of the incident because they
don’t know how many guys are out there,” Harris explains.
“Training needs to be taken into account. Having a bunch
of civilians freelancing, running around doing their own
thing isn’t necessarily helpful, no matter how much they
want to get involved.”

Members from Anzac and Beiseker departments
rush to stage their trucks to protect homes from
an approaching blaze.
PHOTO BY TREY HALE

Beiseker firefighters James Houghton and Capt. Greg Verrall examine a rising plume of smoke on May
4, signalling more work to come after an already exhausting first night of fighting. PHOTO BY ALEX JACKSON
THE GAME PLAN
Establishing a water supply is always of foremost
concern to forestry crews, says Capt. Harris, who fought
many sizable forest fires north of Fort Mac when he was
stationed there. The dense forests in that area prevent
any access by truck, making water supply a particular
problem. Aside from helicopters, the only sources of
water are standing ponds and wells, which require
portable pumps to access.
Once crews establish a source of water, and know what
types of trees are burning (which also changes the burn
rate of the fire) they can proceed with offensive strategies.
“If it’s a really strong wind, you would likely set up a
defensive guard first [by] cutting trees down, putting
yourself downwind at a safe distance, creating a firebreak
by eliminating the fuel that would burn,” explains Harris.
Backburns operate by much the same logic, Burley
explains, using small controlled fires to consume fuel
instead of chopping trees, which can take up valuable
time and manpower.
“The idea of it is that stuff that’s burnt already won’t
burn again,” says Burley.
Meanwhile, structural teams tended to spot fires in the
city caused by raining ash, while also helping evacuate
civilians when needed. The blaze was so demanding, said
firefighter Mark Stephenson in an interview with CBC
News, that he had to put out grass fires with only his feet,
as all of his team’s hoses were already in use.
Another structural tactic involved creating “water
curtains” with hand-line hoses to isolate burning
buildings. Though this strategy seldom stops nearby
structures from suffering heat damage, it usually buys
crews enough time to stomp out the most prominent fire
in the area without worrying that it will spread.
In the event that crews weren’t able to safely salvage
property from the flames, Hale says an essential part of
their strategy also came in accepting their own limitations.
“The first couple days were pretty rough, like we’d be
out there and eventually somebody would have to pass
out on some person’s lawn cause you’re just so tired while

you’re fighting at their house,” says Hale. “And I think we
pretty much lived off of Ritz crackers for the first 48 hours.
“So much was happening. The first thing you saw
coming into town was, well, that you couldn’t see
anything at all,” continues Hale. “All you really can see is
maybe a couple hundred feet from you at any given time.
“We went in knowing it was going to be huge, we knew
what to expect,” he says, “but it was a way bigger fire than
anything I’d ever been on before.”
While rescue personnel are equipped with the skills to
carry them through emergency situations, their training
can only take them so far. As the Beiseker crew suggests,
perhaps the most valuable asset on an assignment as
dire as the Fort McMurray wildfires is the knowledge that
crews are not alone in their fight, and their efforts are
greatly appreciated.
Hale recalls travelling up Highway 63 against a parking
lot of oncoming southbound traffic, being bombarded
by a fanfare of car horns and well-wishes from evacuees.
“There’s just a true feeling of passion about it in that
moment, it’s amazing. We had so much support going
up there. It definitely makes you feel a lot happier —
makes you proud of what you do. It starts you off on the
right foot.”
Hale credits much of the firefighters’ success to the
support of Red Cross volunteers, who worked tirelessly to
provide food and shelter for rescue crews.
“That support is what keeps us going,” he says.
Final estimates total the damages in Fort McMurray
at around 10 per cent of pre-existing structures, which
means although 2,400 homes, stores, and workplaces
were lost, more than 25,000 were saved. Though the
Beiseker team counts that as a win, Hale insists those
figures still don’t do justice to the damage he witnessed
first-hand.
“We’re happy to have saved as much as we did,
absolutely,” says Hale. “There was a lot burnt, but
thankfully it didn’t end up being to the extent of those
first communities we saw. So in that sense we were
relieved, but there’s always going to be something else —
and when it happens, we’ll be there.”
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Not all was rosy at one Fort Mac evacuee camp
Wandering River oil camp manager ﬁghts adversity to aid people ﬂeeing wildﬁres
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len Brooks was driving south to Edson after a
long shift at the Wandering River Lodge when
he first learned of the disaster unfolding in Fort
McMurray.
The lodge, where he acts as construction manager,
sat just 200 km from the flames that would eventually
force more than 80,000 people to flee the city.
Wanting to pitch in with relief efforts, Brooks called
his superiors and arranged for over 350 evacuees to be
admitted to the Wandering River work camp, which
sits off Highway 63 about halfway between Fort Mac
and Edmonton.
The camp is normally home to about 808 rig workers,
offering warm beds and hot meals. For evacuees, it was
a roadside oasis.
But although the skies seemed to be clearing for
some Fort McMurray evacuees because of his gesture,
the road ahead quickly shaped up to be less than
picturesque for Brooks, who was well aware of all the
house rules his guests were about to start breaking.
The initial challenge, he said, simply came from
trying to fit a square peg in a round hole. When you
try to enforce rules on people that aren’t familiar with
them, the results are apt to vary.
“We had fire alarms going off because people
were smoking in their rooms, they didn’t feel like
stepping outside,” Brooks recalls, still flustered by the
memory. “And the level of drinking was, well, it took
us probably the first three or four days before we got
a real grip on that.”
“We had to say no public drinking, whatsoever. And
even then, anyone who’s found doing that, well here’s
another problem: We can’t kick them out! I mean,
they’re evacuees, where are they going to go?”
Ordinarily, the Wandering River Lodge operates as
what is called a “moist camp,” a place where workers
are allowed to indulge in alcohol in their rooms, or
smoke outside of them, but are not to engage in any
substance use in public spaces like the recreation
room, the dining hall, or the boardwalks.
“But with the evacuees coming in,” said Brooks, “it
was just sort of like carte blanche. We’re honestly just
lucky they didn’t burn a room down!”
Although it might make sense that evacuees would
be able to exercise some special freedoms as guests of
the camp, especially given their circumstances, Brooks
explains such an idea posed another quandary — the
envy of the remaining on-site workers.
“We had [workers] who would say, ‘Well these people
can drink, and smoke, and do this and do that, why
can’t we?’ So suddenly there’s this double standard.”
Brooks also highlights the wild setting and industrial
configuration of Wandering River as posing significant
challenges for his guests. Even though, as residents of
Fort Mac, most were used to minding the local wildlife,
few had ever set foot in an oil workers’ camp before.
“We got a lot of people who said, ‘Well, what do you
mean there’s rules?’” he said. “They’ve never stayed in
16
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“Were we the best option?” Brooks asked, in a June 9 interview, of the predicament Wandering River
workers found themselves in when they took in 350 Fort Mac evacuees. “Really we were just in the
right place at the right time... We were the only option for a lot of people.”
PHOTO COURTESY OF GLEN BROOKS
a camp. You’ve got kids, you’ve got dogs, all sorts of
things that just don’t belong in an industrial camp, and
you have to have tremendous flexibility to change it all
around to accommodate them.”
Officials from Canada North Camps (CNC), operator
of the lodge, believed constructing a fence to keep
people in and bears and coyotes out would take too
much time to build and cost too much to be effective.
Bear spray and air horns were instead made available
around the camp as a safety precaution.
With endless active utility lines crossing between the
grid network of conjoined buildings, evacuees also had
to make sure they were looking out for their children
and pets at all times, and ensure their cigarette butts
didn’t, ironically, set fire to the place.
“It was a little like herding cats — there were kids
everywhere, on everything,” said Brooks. “I think after a
while it even started driving the parents nuts. I know it
was driving me nuts.”
In an effort to occupy his younger charges, Brooks reorganized the facility’s recreation room, which already
had a pool table, to include crafts, movies and even
a bouncy castle. Keeping the kids grouped together
lessened the potential for them to hurt themselves on
equipment or agitate wildlife.
Evacuees were also instructed to report any incidents
of suspicious behaviour, which Brooks then further
examined when not occupied by his regular duties.
But for the most part, the wellbeing of evacuees was
left largely up to their own common-sense capacity for
staying safe.
“[The camp staff ] tried to keep a lid on it as best they
could, and they weren’t afraid to call the Boyle [RCMP]
detachment if they felt things were getting beyond
their control,” Brooks said. “Having a level of security
presence up there may have helped more to mitigate
some of the issues, but for the most part, having the
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police come around there every now and then was
enough.”
As of June 9, approximately 130 evacuees remained
in Wandering River. On any given day, Brooks estimates
20 people leave, and 15 more come to stay. The
possibility of some residential areas of Fort McMurray
not being immediately rebuilt due to hazardous levels
of asbestos and toxic ash in the air remains strong, so
what does that mean for Wandering River evacuees
who now find themselves with no home to return to?
“Well that’s the question, isn’t it?” said Brooks.
“Where’s the crystal ball? We hope they can stay with
friends or family, but you’ve definitely got people
who don’t have that option. For instance, we had a
couple Guatemalan families that are all by themselves
in Canada, so where do they go now? These are all
questions I’ve been asking myself, but nobody seems
to have any answers.”
CNC has said Wandering River Lodge will remain
available to Fort McMurray evacuees until September,
shortly before oil production resumes in October.
That said, warm weather could delay the oil season
as much as a month, giving evacuees more time to
consider their options. So far, accommodations at the
Wandering River Lodge haven’t cost evacuees a dime,
paid for by TransCanada until May 30, with the federal
government picking up the tab since June 1.
Though evacuees have shown immense gratitude to
Brooks and his small staff for their aid, sending cards
and text messages of thanks, he acknowledges that no
amount of assistance will ease the remaining fear and
uncertainty that overwhelm his campers.
“People are anxious, not knowing if they’ve lost
their house, or what exactly they have lost … people
are appreciative, but that can’t outweigh their anxiety.
People want to know what their future is, where they’re
going, and how they’re going to get there.”
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Tour de Ice Cream

MY FAVORITE ICE CREAM
SHOPPE

I scream, you scream, we all scream for Calgary’s ice cream
JODI BRAK

jbrak@cjournal.ca

MICHAELA RITCHIE mritchie@cjournal.ca
DEANNA TUCKER

dtucker@cjournal.ca

S

ome people actually do scream for ice cream, so The Calgary Journal took to the streets to taste-test
some of the best the city has to offer. There are dozens of incredible ice cream shops in Calgary, and
specialty ice cream shops are becoming a new norm. From the classic ice cream shop to inventive ways
of making this cold treat for hot days, here are three worthy spots to cool off on a warm day.

2048 – 42nd Ave., S.W. (Two Calgary locations)
A bright orange, yellow and blue mural
lines the outside wall of this ice cream
shop, which has been in the Marda Loop
neighborhood for over 35 years. Church
pews line the walls, and it’s rumoured that
those who play the old piano in the store
for more than 10 minutes receive a free
ice cream cone (according to the Shoppe’s
website). With a large park across the
street and 72 flavours to choose from¬ like
Birthday Cake, Candy Floss and Wet Paint,
My Favorite Ice Cream Shoppe is the perfect
location for a family outing or walk through
the loveable neighborhood of Marda Loop.

PHOTO BY JODI BRAK
PHOTO BY JODI BRAK

VILLAGE ICE CREAM

PHOTO BY MICHAELA RITCHIE

NICE CREAM

PHOTO BY JODI BRAK

#4, 4604 37th St., S.W. (One Calgary location)
The first ice cream made with liquid nitrogen in Western Canada, Nice Cream is more than great ice cream — it’s an experience. Unlike creamy frozen goodness, Nice
Cream’s product is more like eating ice cream with a silky texture. Although the shop is hidden from plain sight (tucked into a courtyard in a strip mall bordered by 37th
St. and 45th Ave., S.W.), but it’s a gem worth finding. The store makes waffle cones fresh in store, and offers unusually perfect toppings. The Salted Caramel paired with
pretzels is a must-have, but you wouldn’t go wrong trying their Love Coconut, Maple Roasted Pecan, or non-dairy Pineapple Sorbet either.
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431 10th Ave., S.E. (Three Calgary locations)
There’s been a lot of talk about Village
since it opened, but don’t be mistaken,
the hype is deserved. The locally made
fresh ice cream is so good you might be
be tempted to bathe in it. The Earl Grey
Tea ice cream is refreshingly sweet and
creamy, though coffee lovers won’t be
disappointed by the Phil & Sebastian
coffee flavour either, which is soaked into
the ice cream creating an unmatched
richness in taste. Get one of 10 flavours in
a cone, fresh-made waffle cone, cup, or ice
cream sandwich.

PHOTO BY JODI BRAK

PHOTO BY DEANNA TUCKER
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It’s Festival Season!

Enjoy some of Calgary’s ﬁnest arts and culture events
JODI BRAK

jbrak@cjournal.ca

T

he summer is an exciting time for Calgary’s
artistic communities, as the city plays host to
several festivals celebrating the best of arts
and culture from Calgary and beyond. Whether
you’re interested in music, theatre, visual arts or all
of the above, Calgary’s summer festival lineup will
likely have something that piques your interest.
From the DIY roots of Folk Fest to the
unconventional theatre of Fringe, the all-nighter
dances of Chasing Summer to the vibrant, colorful
traditions of Afrikadey!, summer in Calgary is
packed with the best of local and international
artistic talent.
Here is a sampling of the summer festivities
happening across Calgary throughout July and
August.

DJs will be playing sets for a packed crowd throughout the heat of the day and long into the night for the
whole Chasing Summer Weekend, July 30-31 at the Max Bell Centre festival grounds. PHOTO BY MIKE HOPKNS

Calgary Folk Music Festival (July 21-24)

Described as “one of the seven musical wonders of the world” by The Globe
and Mail, the Calgary Folk Music Festival is one of Calgary’s largest and
longest running music festivals, celebrating its 37th anniversary in 2016.
Local artists such as The Dudes and Michael Bernard Fitzgerald will share
festival stages with Kathleen Edwards, Corb Lund and many others.
Matt Olah, Marketing Director for the Folk Fest and frontman of the local band
Cowpuncher, says, “The Calgary Folk Fest is like summer camp for grown ups.
There’s music, booze, buds and it’s Calgary’s best four-day party.”
More than 50 artists will perform over the course of the four-day festival,
and Prince’s Island Park will be literally overrun with eager concert-goers
and families enjoying the summer air awash with a variety of music, not
just folk, and good vibes.
More information, tickets and volunteer opportunities can be found at
calgaryfolkfest.com

The folk group Workshop playing a set during the 2015 Calgary Folk
Fest. Performances continue rain or shine, so be sure to prepare for the
weather.
PHOTO BY MIKE TAN

Calgary ReggaeFest (Aug. 18-21)

Steele, a reggae artist who emigrated to Canada from Jamaica to
pursue his musical career, headlined the 2013 ReggaeFest.
PHOTO BY MIKE WANINI
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The Calgary ReggaeFest hopes to help listeners transcend their daily worries
and become lost in the smooth, funky sounds of Canada’s finest reggae
musicians.
Heralded as the premiere summer reggae festival in Canada, ReggaeFest is
a great event for the whole family to soak up some sunny summer vibes and
enjoy vibrant, peaceful music.
Leo Cripps, an organizer with ReggaeFest, says the festival was “started in
2003 by six Calgarians who decided to organize a festival that would promote
the cultural significance of reggae in Calgary and across Canada.”
A free reggae performance will be held from noon to 1 p.m., Aug. 18 at
Olympic Plaza, and a reggae documentary will be screened at the Cornerstone
Music Café that evening. The main stage performances over the weekend, at
the Shaw Millennium Park, will be where most of the music is played.
Beyond the music and entertainment, ReggaeFest also offers a taste of
island cuisine for anyone looking to spice up their palette this summer.
Calgary Reggaefest performances will be at the Shaw Millennium Park at
1220 Ninth Ave., S.W. For more information, tickets and volunteer opportunities
visit reggaefest.ca

A&E
Chasing Summer (July 30-31)
For three years now, the Chasing Summer festival has been filling the summer air
around Fort Calgary with the pleasant ambience of dance music while packed crowds
sway the night away.
For their fourth year, Chasing Summer has secured an even more impressive venue,
the Max Bell Centre Festival Grounds, with plans to push the festival to the limit.
“We’ve had an amazing three years at Fort Calgary, and we are excited to bring this
next phase of Chasing Summer to the fans,” says Harvey Cohen, VP Talent at Live Nation
Canada. “With the help of the city, we were able to secure a new location that will bring
to life the vision we have for this festival.”
Chasing Summer features some of the biggest names in electronic music from across
the globe, with Harvey Cohen, festival producer, saying: “We are incredibly excited to
welcome two of the world’s top thee ranked DJs to Chasing Summer 2016, including
the Calgary debut of Martin Garrix and the triumphant return of Hardwell.”
Electronic acts such as The Chainsmokers, Galantis, and Marshmello will be joining
the headliners, rounding out the roster with some exceptional talent.
Chasing Summer performances will run July 30-31. For more information and tickets
visit chasingsummerfestival.com

Expect a full light show, props and pyrotechnics for many of the Chasing
Summer performances.
PHOTO BY MIKE HOPKINS

Calgary Fringe Festival (July 29-Aug. 6)

Patrons of the 2015 Calgary Fringe Festival line up to purchase tickets on
the final day of performances.
PHOTO COURTESY OF MICHELLE GALLANT

The Calgary Fringe Festival is celebrating its 10th year of bringing live, alternative
theatre to the city’s streets and stages.
Fringe is about live and uncensored theatre, with performers only needing
to follow two rules: provide a full disclosure of what their act contains to the
audience, and don’t break any laws while performing. This leaves the floor wide
open for edgy, unconventional theatre that is sure to entertain and provoke.
Michelle Gallant, Fringe festival director, says, “It’s important to give our
artists, especially our local ones, opportunities in which to share their talents
with the rest of the Calgary community, in an environment in which they
can create and present whatever they want on stage with no censorship.”
She also says the Calgary Fringe Festival is excited to “be looking back and
remembering where we began and see how far we’ve come.”
The main Calgary Fringe Festival venue is located at 3 Riverwood Close,
S.E., with other venues within easy walking distance. For more information,
tickets and volunteer opportunities visit fringefestivals.com

Afrikadey! (August 10-13)

Calgary’s finest celebration of African culture returns in 2016, offering
Calgarians a three-day celebration of the music, food, dance, theatre, film,
literature and visual arts of Africa and her descendant cultures.
“Afrikadey! is celebrating its 25th anniversary this year! That is a big
milestone and we have an exciting lineup of local and international artists to
help us commemorate this achievement,” says Danielle Karas, marketing coordinator for the festival.
Headlining Afrikadey! is Canadian hip hop/R&B icon Kardinal Offishall, who
will take the main stage at Prince’s Island Park on Aug. 13, showcasing his
most popular music alongside new material.
Afrikadey! is an energetic, colourful festival designed to bring to life the
vibrant traditions of African culture for those who might not have had the
experience.
“Calgary is a culturally vibrant city that is home to many cultures. There is
value on having a culturally diverse community and we hope to stimulate
an interest and understanding of African culture amongst people of all
backgrounds,” Karas said.
Afrikadey! performances will be held at several venues across Calgary,
including the main stage at Prince’s Island Park. More information, tickets and
volunteer opportunities can be found at afrikadey.com

A performer at the 2014 Afrikadey! festival plucks a melody on a harp for
a crowd gathered in Prince’s Island Park.
PHOTO COURTESY OF DANIELLE KARAS
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2016 Sled Island pre-party

Hundreds turn out for free event at Lukes Drug Mart to kickstart Sled Island

Vancouver’s indie-electronic act We Are the City brought an exciting stage presence to the Sled Island pre-party June 12, with each member jumping
wildly across the stage during their performance.
PHOTO BY JODI BRAK
JODI BRAK

F

jbrak@cjournal.ca

irst Avenue N.E. in front of Lukes Drug Mart was
crowded with music lovers June 12 for the 4th
annual Sled Island Pre-Party, hosted by CBC
Calgary.
Hundreds of people attended the free event that
spilled on to First Avenue N.E. featuring live music,
a beer garden, food trucks and other entertainment
including a handful of arcade machines that were
popular throughout the afternoon.
The event offered a taste of what the 2016 Sled
Island festival has to offer, showcasing the music of
local artists We Knew, and Chad VanGaalen, along
with Vancouver’s Sled Island alumni We Are The
City and Toronto’s Hooded Fang.
With the sunny summer air awash with the
sounds of independent Canadian music, it was an
excellent way to get everyone excited for this year’s
Sled Island festival, which runs from June 22-26.
Sled Island brings in close to 30,000 attendees
each year while transforming Calgary into a
playground for the arts and culture community,
stay tuned for what they have in store in 2017.

Far from being out of style, a row of arcade machines provided entertainment for kids and adults
alike.
PHOTO BY JODI BRAK
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Vocalist Geneva Hailey of Calgary group We Knew.

Toronto’s Hooded Fang bring their melody infused brand of punk rock to the 2016 Sled Island stage.

PHOTO BY JODI BRAK

PHOTO BY JODI BRAK

Photo roundup (clockwise from top left):
Calgary’s angst-pop artists We Knew playing to a
full crowd in front of Lukes Drug Mart. Look for
their first full length release in July.
Andrew Huculiak, drummer with We Are the City,
smashing up his kit during their set.
While not explicitly a concert venue, Lukes Drug
Mart supports the music community by selling
vinyl records.
Sled Island partnered with Big Rock Brewery to
produce limited edition Sled Island cans. Pictured
here is an ice cold Indian Pale Ale.

ALL PHOTOS BY JODI BRAK
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Pretty Pretty, Bang Bang

Art that glamourizes society’s dark side may be blurring reality and fantasy

Art often beautifies controversial subjects such as vice and violence in
order to start a discussion or inspire reflection.
PHOTO BY JODI BRAK
JOSIE LUKEY AND JODI BRAK
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or most artists, pushing the envelope comes with the job description:
taking controversial subjects and interpreting them aesthetically can often
help to get an artist noticed.
However, according to Mitch Kern, associate professor of photography at the
Alberta College of Art and Design (ACAD), stylized images of violence may have
the effect of blurring the lines between reality and fantasy.
“As we have moved from more traditional forms of media into the social
media landscape we find ourselves in today, I think viewers definitely have a
hard time distinguishing between the different contexts,” Kern says.
For Kern, this means creating an open dialogue with his students in order to
ensure they understand the subjects and are creating art that is meaningful.
But this doesn’t always solve the problem.
“Where I think artists go wrong,” he says, “is when they [glamorize], violence
gratuitously or nihilistically with no rationale or rational thought process.”
But according to ACAD student and artist Naomi Reinhart, artists are
attracted to creating art with dark contexts because it has the ability to draw
attention to the artist and their work — even if it means sacrificing a bit of
morality. If an observer can feel an emotional connection to the art by reading
its composition, Reinhart adds, that contributes to its appeal.
“When you’re an artist,” says Reinhart, “you want to try and get attention,
and the most easy way possible to do that is creating something that reads,
something that the viewer can understand, has an appeal to and connects with
on an emotional level.”
Reinhart adds that although artists have the liberty to play with controversial
subjects, they do have a responsibility.
Think of a pink gun, for example. It could have a feminist or protest meaning,
but the issue, according to Reinhart, is when people are uneducated about the
reality of the gun instead of the fantasy.
“I think as a designer we have a responsibility to send clear messages and
speak to people,” says Reinhart. “As an artist we have the ability to really speak
[in] different terms. But you’re looking at what is appropriate for what you are
trying to depict.”
John Gaucher, a local photographer and instructor of visual art at ACAD,
agrees with Reinhart, adding that artists have the power to dive into dark and
violent matters to get value from them.
“One of the great things about fine arts,” says Gaucher, “and the arts field is
that artists need to be able to delve into those dark corners and pull things
out and examine them for people who otherwise might not do so. I think
that’s the value.”
24
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Interpreting and understanding a work of art based on the viewer’s own
experiences is part of the power of art, according to Gaucher.
“It’s not necessarily a black and white answer,” he says. “It’s an opportunity to
confront the viewer with a set of ideas or an idea and for them to examine their
reaction to it.”
Chase Key, President of the Student Association at ACAD, adds that art
depicting darker subject matter can also be healthy for artists and those who
view their work, as it allows them to explore thoughts and ideas they might
otherwise have ignored.
“Making art about vices allows the artist to confront something very real
and relatable to themselves and others,” he says. “The world can be a terrifying
place whether we like to admit it or not, and art around that subject matter
shows everyone that they are not alone with the dark thoughts that plague
their minds at 3 am.”
Nonetheless, Kern says fine arts are imbued with an ability to show dark
subjects in an artistically beautiful manner because the final product can help
enlighten people as a society.
“The great tradition of art takes you to a sublime place that’s really elevated
in thought,” says Kern, “that hopefully has social justice as a component and has
a kind of intellectually illuminating creative factor that enriches our society.”

According to John Gaucher, visual art instructor at ACAD, artists play an
important role in society by bringing attention to topics that often go
undiscussed.
PHOTO BY JODI BRAK
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Being Anna

Prostitution sting cop exposes life on Calgary’s strolls
DEANNA TUCKER

dtucker@cjournal.ca

I

In order to protect her identity, The Calgary Journal agreed to refer to the Calgary police officer as Anna.
t was her second day as a police officer
without supervision — up to this point she
was always accompanied by a senior police
officer — when Anna was dispatched to the
scene of a woman reportedly thrown from a
moving semi-trailer truck cab on Deerfoot Trail.
The woman, a sex worker, had been repeatedly
threatened by the driver. Becoming more and
more afraid for her safety, she pulled out a pair
of scissors from her purse and stabbed the driver.
He started to slow down, pulled to the side of the
highway and threw her out of the cab. He never
stopped to let her out, and he continued driving
after pushing her to the ground.
By the time Anna arrived it was just after midnight
and the traffic was light. The victim was jittery. She
wasn’t badly injured, but would be taken to the
hospital for a check-up. Between the crack cocaine
she had used and the events that had transpired,
she didn’t calm down easily — until Anna asked the
woman if she remembered her.
“She was my first childhood friend when I
moved to Calgary,” Anna said, “and she was so
nice. She was valedictorian of her graduating
class. I couldn’t believe it was her I was picking up
off the highway.”
They talked in the back of the ambulance on
the way to the hospital. Anna reminded her onetime friend of childhood stories to calm her. In
turn Anna listened to stories about the woman’s
new life. When Anna asked how she got into the
lifestyle, the answer was quick, “I tried cocaine for
the first time on grad night, and, I liked it.”
The woman couldn’t be a viable witness given
her state. The driver was never found, and no
charges were ever laid. Anna said she isn’t sure
where the woman is now. But that encounter was
one factor in her decision to take on police work
in the sex trade.
“That incident was what pushed me to be able
to work [on this] side,” Anna said at an interview in
a downtown Calgary cafe.
“Here I am a police officer fresh on the job trying
to prove myself, and I’ve got her, who is my first
friend in Calgary, picking her up off the ground. It
kind of gave me that nudge.”
Anna isn’t big but she is strong. She doesn’t slouch,
but sits relaxed. Her eyes are bright and her hair is
pulled tight into a ponytail. Without hesitation she
retells stories about her time on duty. She doesn’t
swear unless she is talking about work, and then
she uses the vocabulary of a longshoreman.
As a plainclothes police officer, one of Anna’s

Anna says she couldn’t live without coffee. Sting operations last up to two weeks at a time, and her
role as a mother, wife and police officer do not stop during these stings.
PHOTO BY DEANNA TUCKER
roles is to masquerade as a prostitute on Calgary’s
sex strolls. She is used to many forms of abuse
while on the job, and is acutely aware of the tension
between her professional and personal life.
Although maintaining balance between the two
is difficult, she has made it possible for her passion
and family to co-exist by spending time alone after
work before engaging in family life. Over time, Anna’s
sympathy for sex workers has continued to increase
because she hopes to shed light on a dark subject
she’s come to know so well.
It all starts with a shopping trip to Value Village.
Once Anna has jeans, heels and other tight fitting

clothes, she heads back to the office to meet up with
the other female officers.
“We start talking dirty, you know, to stop talking
like a cop and get into the role.”
Up to two weeks at a time Anna pulls on her ripped
jeans, slips on her flip-flops and buys cigarettes
before heading out to one of two active strolls in
Calgary. Anna stands on one of the well-known
strolls, adrenaline rushing through her, rehearsing
her lines:
“You looking for a party?”
“A blow job?”
“Yeah, you got $60?
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As a plainclothes police ofﬁcer Anna lives
a harrowing but rewarding double life
haven’t been used. Loopholes in Canadian law
like this make prostitution charges difficult. For
instance, when Anna approaches a car, the occupant
or occupants must be active participants in the
transaction. After she asks if the john is looking for
a party, she can’t simply charge him based on a
positive response. Only once the transaction is in
place can Anna do her real job.

A Calgary “stroll” where sex workers present themselves to potential clients. Lonely streets like this
are where Anna works when she is part of a sting.
PHOTO BY DEANNA TUCKER
When johns drive around a few times she stares
into their eyes.
“They think I’m flirting. I’m not flirting, I’m
memorizing facial features.”
She says no one will remember you if you’re good
at your job. So far, no one recalls Anna.
Calgary Police Services (CPS) has a team called
the Vice Unit, which is dedicated to offences arising
from prostitution and human trafficking. Vice’s team
is hardly large enough to clean up the streets with
Canada’s new prostitution laws. Instead, CPS sends
out plainclothes teams to conduct street prostitution
stings two to three times a year.
It isn’t uncommon for Anna to have to play
different types of sex workers in one night during a
sting. Oftentimes she changes outfits in her car from
a high-end prostitute to a prostitute with a bruise or
dirtied hair for a lower-end stroll.
“Because I get so into the role and accomplishing
that, I’ve got to switch back and forth into the role,
out of the role, doing my notes as a police officer.”
One night during a sting operation, Anna was
determined to get a john she had seen prowling
the stroll a million times. “There’s something about
him, I just know it.” She points in the direction this all
happened, just two blocks from the café where she
is being interviewed.
“We’ve found a lot of rape gear. You know, duct
tape and rope and just numerous things beside
the driver’s seat. And I don’t want this guy to leave
without having searched his car.”
It’s dark and there are no police lights, no uniform,
26
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no wires and no weapons; it’s just Anna pretending
to be a prostitute with a pack of cigarettes and
extensive knowledge of self-defence with her team
waiting nearby.
As Anna’s waiting for this guy to drive around
again, a church group comes out of their building
with a dozen kids holding their parents’ hands, who
are in turn shielding their kids’ eyes from Anna.
Instinctively, Anna stops her pursuit. She can’t let
on to the parents who she is but refuses for these
children to see her work in action.

“You looking for a party?”
“A blow job?”
“Yeah, you got $60?”
–Anna,
plainclothes police officer
“I’m a mother and a proud person. Of course it
gets to me after a while.”
While she is playing a role that she never has to
follow through on, it is all too real for her that sex
workers do have to follow through.
Unfortunately when rape gear is found, very little
can be done with the evidence since the materials
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SEPARATING WORK AND HOME LIFE
Teenagers roll down their car windows to yell things
like “slut” and “whore,” throwing pennies near her
feet. Passers-by think it’s funny to throw half-eaten
chicken wings or slices of pizza at her before they
turn to each other and laugh.
“Stuff like that happens all the time, but they don’t
know who I really am,” she says.
After one sting, a man who was charged took
Anna to court to fight it.
“He said I lured him. Yep, I waved him over with my
leg, how could he resist.” She’s obviously annoyed
about it, but goes on to share what it means to have
support from the system after you witness what sex
workers go through on a daily basis.
She mimics the judge’s voice saying, “’I believe
the officer’s account when she said that the accused
offered her $30 to eat her [out].’” Surprised the judge
would repeat the offense in court, she laughs.
“When I leave a sting operation for the night, I go
straight home. I shower right away to get the artificial
bruise off my eye, or get the grease out of my hair. I
walk into my children’s rooms and kiss them while
they sleep. I smell their hair, and then I cuddle with
my husband,” Anna says.
Like most parents, Anna wakes up early to get
the kids to daycare and school. Work begins just a
few hours later, so Anna goes back home to rest for
a couple hours. “I get about four hours consecutive
sleep during stings. By the end of two weeks, I look
like I’ve been hit by a truck,” Anna says.
“Sometimes after two weeks of this I’m like, I don’t
ever want to have sex again. Or, I wonder if my hubby
and I should just jump right into it because I need to
remember what a meaningful, healthy connection
is.” Anna nearly jokes. Unfortunately her job has risks
like post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) that aren’t
as obvious as physical threats, something Anna has
to prepare for and cope with after her experiences.
Many professionals like police officers, emergency
services workers or medical examiners use dark
humour to keep their spirits up. Although some
people might not agree with that kind of humour,
Anna says people would commit suicide after five
years in the service without coping mechanisms
like this due to the inhumane situations they have
to deal with on a regular basis. Normalcy at home
helps as well.

VOICES
“Last night I made enchiladas on the fly. I didn’t
have all the ingredients so I made up my own recipe. It
was amazing.” The self-proclaimed foodie scrunches
her nose at the thought of anything gluten-free,
refusing to put boundaries around food. In doing so,
she finally gets to unwind and find balance again.
Anna doesn’t talk to her colleagues a lot outside of
work. She says the guys on her team have become
family, having her back in any situation because
they’ve come to know her on a level that no one else
will ever see.
Not every officer she’s worked with in her career
has been great, but she’s been lucky with her current
team who have many of the same passions as she
does. They are her brothers who hold her in great
esteem, protect her, and uphold her reputation
regardless of the role she plays. But she says they do
forget that she’s a girl sometimes. Talking with her
husband, brother and father also keeps her from
losing sight of the good guys.

“They think I’m flirting.
I’m not flirting,
I’m memorizing
facial features.”
–Anna

able to catch this, the child in the back seat wasn’t
victimized that night. The van’s tow bill could be sent
to the registered owner, the man’s wife, and follow
up with social services could be completed for the
sake of the child’s wellbeing.
“I don’t really care if the government legalizes pot,
you know, I just don’t. But they’re working so hard
on that while we have people in our own community
losing their freedoms every day.” Having experienced
first-hand what street-level prostitution involves has
convinced Anna that our country needs someone to
stand up for the rights and freedoms of sex workers.
“I’m not saying that legalizing prostitution is
bad if we had the right resources,” she adds, “but
when you’ve got girls who chew a piece of gum
and stick it inside each car they get into just in
case today’s the day, so their DNA is in that vehicle,
they do that innately to protect themselves. That
tells you something’s wrong with the system,”
Anna points out.
She says sex workers are on the street to pay for
childcare because their day jobs don’t pay enough
to cover the cost of living. Others are working as
mother-daughter teams. Some have drug addictions
and others have been at it for so long it’s become a
familiar cycle.
Anna admits she wonders whether she’s making
a difference in the community. After making
numerous arrests and handing out countless
charges, it’s difficult to see johns simply move over
to another stroll. Likening the charges to stealing
a chocolate bar, Anna says her team has seen the
same john two or three times on two different
strolls in one sting operation.

It is improbable that Anna will ever leave the
career she gladly dubs her calling. “It’s in me like
being a mom to my kids is in me.” She is determined
to educate people on the police force and others
outside the force based on what she’s seen over the
past six years.

“One time I had a guy with
his kid in the back seat.”
–Anna

“Try asking the girls what they would do tomorrow
if they could do anything they like. Ask them. Do you
think any one of them would say I want to go out
on the street and give blow jobs for money? No, of
course not.
“I do my job in the search of truth and justice. Not
only for the victims, but for the offenders too.”
She says she may never know if she’s made a
difference in a person’s life, but with every battery
call she receives or sting operation she’s a part of,
the goal is for people to know, even if only for one
day, that they might feel a sense of justice and hope
came specifically for them.

“Before I was on the job I went in a ride-along where
the cop I was with started yelling at a prostitute. She
told him to get lost and he said, ‘Whatever, you’re a
prostitute.’ It’s not that he was a bad guy, you know,
it’s just that he was so uneducated.
“It really saddened me to see that, but the
perspective has changed a lot in the office, and it’s
been good to see that shift in mindset towards sex
workers. It’s been a long time coming.”
UNDERSTANDING PROSTITUTION
A lot of people think about Julia Roberts in Pretty
Woman when they consider prostitutes. Anna
shakes her head, “That is the worst movie!” She
used to love it as a kid, but that’s not what she sees
when she’s working a sting. On occasion there is
fishnet stockings, tight skirts and high heels. But
she also sees lots of sex workers in jeans, boots
and jackets. Richard Gere isn’t there to save the day
though she says not all johns are there to hurt the
women either.
The johns who pass by on the street range from the
socially awkward to rich guys, poor guys, taxi drivers
who need a break or dads in the family minivan.
“One time I had a guy with his kid in the back seat,”
she says. When Anna asked about the kid the john
said nonchalantly that it wouldn’t take long and
the little guy would be fine. Because her team was

Canada’s new prostitution laws seek to criminalize the purchaser of sexual services while providing
support for sex workers.
PHOTO BY JODI BRAK
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Survivor of childhood sexual abuse
shares his journey of healing
‘I no longer identiﬁed with being a victim’
SARAH COMBER

scomber@cjournal.ca

N

inety-five per cent of childhood sexual assault victims know and trust their
abuser. This was true for Calgarian Desmond Biss, who, as a seven-year-old,
was abused for five years by a male teenager close to Biss family.
In the 29 years since then, Biss has confronted the abuse of his childhood and
embarked on a journey of discovery, growth and acceptance. His self-development
gave him the strength to publicly speak about his experiences, including the
stigma surrounding male survivors of childhood sexual abuse.
Biss’ parents separated when he was young. He grew up with his mother
and sister, and was not close to his father. He explains that the individual who
committed his abuse had been like a male role model to him as a child.
“The circumstance around the abuse was associated by me, at the time, as
being that in order to have any fatherly-closeness, this is sort of what came of it,”
says Biss.
Born in Ituna, Sask., in 1975, Biss says that in his small hometown, topics like
childhood sexual abuse were not often discussed.
“Therefore my level of understanding was not really quite there,” he says. “No
one had ever said that this sort of stuff could happen to someone one day, maybe
to yourself.”
As Biss reached adolescence, he realized that how his abuser treated him was
not normal.
“Essentially it got to the point where as I started to mature and was old enough
to realize that the circumstances I was experiencing wasn’t something that
happened to my friends,” he says.
“That was when I was able to change the circumstance so that the abuse was no
longer being perpetuated,” says Biss, who began to avoid encountering his abuser.
“A lot of kids don’t know what is happening to them when they are young if
they are sexually abused,” says Danielle Aubry, executive director of Calgary
Communities Against Sexual Abuse — of which Biss is also a board member.
She adds perpetrators are highly manipulative, and they often create scenarios
that can make children more vulnerable and isolated from their families.

“Men in our society are not vulnerable,
we are not supposed to be.”
–Desmond Biss, childhood sexual assault survivor
NO LONGER ABLE TO COPE
After distancing himself from his abuser in middle school, Biss graduated high
school in 1993. Afterwards, he moved to Alberta to work on oil rigs for five years.
He then moved to Saskatoon where he attended the University of Saskatchewan
and majored in marketing.
“It was my second year of university when I actually began to struggle,” explains
Biss. “It got to a point where I was recognizing that I couldn’t cope. I couldn’t
manage the pain and suffering that was going on inside while keeping up
appearances to the world like everything was fine.”
Aubry explains that abused children employ coping strategies that make them
feel safe, often through hiding the secret of their abuse. However, as children grow
into adults, those coping strategies don’t always continue to work.
“If you feel fundamentally that the world is an unsafe place or that you cannot
truly trust people, how can you have a good relationship? How are you going to
28
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“It’s not all about healing any longer for me,” says Desmond Biss. “It’s more
about growth, because this is something that happened in my past and
I think for the large part I have done all the healing that I need to do.”
PHOTO BY SARAH COMBER
be able to take those risks?” she says.
When Biss realized his coping mechanism was no longer working, he chose to
confide in his family.
“I shared with my sister and my mom. And even as someone who was starting
to share, it was very difficult,” he says.
He adds that, for survivors “it takes a lot of courage to stick their neck out. I’m not
trying to pat myself on the back, I’m just being matter of fact.”
Aubry says that although disclosure is different for every person, Biss was ahead
of the curve.
“A lot of men wait until they are in their 40s, if ever, to disclose,” she says.
FAMILY REACTION
When Biss shared his experience with his family, he says while “it was definitely
something painful for anyone to hear,” his mother and sister were supportive.
“When someone comes forward with this, the best thing that the person who is
hearing it can do is let the person know that they are believed,” says Biss.
He adds that he thinks to this day his mother blames herself to some degree.
“A lot of the conversation that popped up at the time was, ‘How could I have
not known? How could I have not seen this?’” says Biss. “She has done a good job
parenting me and protecting me from perceived harm.”
Because 95 per cent of childhood sexual abusers are known and trusted by the
victim and their families, Biss knows it would have been difficult for his family to
detect the injustice happening right in front of them — abuse that even he didn’t
fully understand until years after it occurred.
“The impacts of child abuse can look from this end to this end,” says Aubry,
forming a spectrum with her hands. She advises that it is important for people to
realize that it is not always clear when a child is being sexually abused.
MALE STIGMA
Upon confiding in his family, Biss attended counselling at the University of
Saskatchewan. After two years, his therapist at the time recommended he join a
male support group for fellow survivors in Saskatoon.
“It was the first environment where I really felt strongly supported, because I was
in an environment of individuals who unequivocally accepted what had occurred
and backed everything I was experiencing, feeling and thinking,” says Biss.

VOICES
“I knew my family members were supportive, but they were just as lost as I was,”
he adds.
Although Biss has not been stereotyped as a result of sharing his story, he says
there is stigma surrounding male survivors — particularly when speaking up
about being sexually abused as a child.
“Men in our society are not vulnerable, we are not supposed to be,” says Biss.
“There is all sorts of language around ‘manning up’ and ‘being a man’ and when
there are issues that men face, those are often the first reactions that come from
people.”
Frances Wright, CEO at the Canadian Centre for Male Survivors of Childhood
Sexual Abuse, says that our society regards men as strong and able to protect
both themselves and others.
“When they cannot protect themselves, it is very damaging to the self-esteem
of the male,” says Wright.
SURVIVOR MENTALITY
Indeed, Biss says the persisting internal struggle he experienced as a man who
was sexually abused as a child promoted a negative understanding of the world
around him in adulthood.
“I recall having a self-created perception that everyone would judge me, and
that was essentially as equal as if people were judging me.”
Biss believes many individuals who were sexually abused as children share that
mentality, because survivors develop guilt and accept blame as a result of taking
responsibility for their abuse.
“Which isn’t rational,” he says, “but that is just how a person in that circumstance
feels.”
Wright says that survivors of childhood sexual abuse must “accept in their hearts
that what happened to them was not their fault in any way, shape or form,” and
that — with professional help — the shame or guilt they feel can be overcome.
“Healing is possible,” she says.
As part of Biss’ healing process, he connected with his abuser in 2008 — five
years after he finished university, and 26 years after the first instance of abuse.
“I wanted to show that what he had done was wrong, and I was able to share
the impact of what he had done to me,” he says. In the same conversation, Biss
informed his abuser that he needed to forgive him.
“It’s not a good mental place to be in if you are holding hatred and a grudge
against someone,” says Biss. “Ultimately, it is more freeing and empowering to be
able to forgive them.”

Biss, pictured with his dogs Wallace (left) and Kya (right), says the main message
he hopes to share through his speaking out is that resources exist for individuals
whoaresufferinginsilence.“Thestatsarequitehigh,”saysBiss,“youarenotalone.”
PHOTO BY SARAH COMBER

Danielle Aubry, executive director at Calgary Communities Against Sexual
Abuse, says the two key factors that enable a survivor to begin healing are
being able to talk about their experiences and to feel safe. “You need to
heal in the presence of another human being,” she says.
PHOTO BY SARAH COMBER
GOING PUBLIC
After graduating from university, Biss moved to Calgary where he worked at
MacLaren McCann and Shaw Communications before being hired for his current
position as a business performance specialist at Enbridge Inc.
Three years ago Biss decided to speak publicly about his abuse, a choice he
describes as liberating.
“I got to a point in my own healing where I no longer identified with being a
victim, and I recognized that there is a lot of empowerment around speaking out,”
he says.
Aubry says that although it is hard to predict if more people will come forward
about their experiences upon hearing Biss’ story, it will “plant a seed of validation”
for victims of childhood sexual abuse.
“Even if there is only one person who hears my story, that is worth it,” says
Biss. “As a result of me speaking, they know that they are not alone and that it is
possible to heal, move on and have a healthy, happy, productive life.”
Biss stresses that raising awareness about resources available to survivors
of childhood sexual abuse is key to enabling the healing process. In Alberta,
organizations like Calgary Communities Against Sexual Abuse, the Canadian
Centre for Male Survivors of Childhood Sexual Abuse, the Calgary Counselling
Centre, Little Warriors, and the Sheldon Kennedy Child Advocacy Centre offer a
variety of services for both victims and their families.
CHANGING PERCEPTIONS
According to Wright, there are 323 assault centres and 123 shelters for
women and children countrywide. Many of these facilities also offer their
services to men, but there are only four centres specifically dedicated to
male survivors. The Canadian Centre for Male Survivors of Childhood Sexual
Abuse is one such facility.
However, Wright does think attitudes are shifting as more people become
educated concerning male childhood sexual abuse.
“It’s one of those issues that is coming to the fore,” she says.
Aubry agrees, saying that compared to when she first started working in the
field 30 years ago, the types of services, understanding of the issue and research
available has grown exponentially.
As for Biss, he hopes to continue speaking out about his experiences, as part of
his healing process, but being an advocate against childhood sexual abuse is not
something he wishes to devote his life to.
“It’s not something that I necessarily want to make the epitome of my existence.
I want to speak and move on as well,” he says, adding that he wants to focus on
being happy, travelling with his wife and looking towards retirement. “I guess we’ll
see where life takes me,” he says.
CALGARYJOURNAL.CA
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Hikes for non-hikers

Easy trails with incredible views in Calgary’s backyard
JODI BRAK

jbrak@cjournal.ca

DEANNA TUCKER

dtucker@cjournal.ca

C

algarians are fortunate to have the Rocky
Mountains practically at our doorstep, and
many locals make it a habit to get out to the
mountains and enjoy some fresh air, sunshine
and a stroll through the Alberta wilderness.
There are so many hiking spots to choose from
that it can be difficult to make a decision on
where to go first, especially if you are bringing
the whole family or are unsure about your skill
level or physical fitness. Fortunately, there are
plenty of day trips that can offer picturesque
views of the Rocky Mountains and the breadth of
the Canadian wilderness without the challenge
of free-climbing a mountain.
These three hikes provide a
decent glimpse into what the
Rocky Mountains have to offer,
can be completed by hikers of
any skill level and provide some
excellent photo opportunities!

Johnston’s Canyon – a moderate hike 90 minutes west of Calgary – is a two to three hour hike
(3-6 kms), boasting multiple waterfalls and places to rest along the way.
PHOTO BY DEANNA TUCKER

A great hike for beginners, Grassi Lakes is an easy to moderate one to two hour hike (3-4 kms)
located in Canmore. A large waterfall and a surreal lake are just few of the perks of this trail.
PHOTO BY DEANNA TUCKER
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Lower Falls, Johnston’s Canyon, Banff AB. One of
the many beautiful waterfalls along the hike.
PHOTO BY DEANNA TUCKER
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Taking the moderate route to Grassi Lakes,
hikers will enjoy the view of this large waterfall.
PHOTO BY DEANNA TUCKER

Elbow Falls – located 20 minutes outside Bragg Creek – is a very easy walking trail with
spectacular views. Explorers can continue their trek at elevated trails along the riverbed, or
PHOTO BY JODI BRAK
bring a picnic for lunch beside the falls.

Adventurous hikers can make their way below Elbow Falls for a different perspective of the beautiful scene, and continue along the riverbed for great
views of the cliffs surrounding the area.
PHOTO BY JODI BRAK
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Playing outside the lines
Why not try something a little bit diﬀerent?
JODI BRAK

jbrak@cjournal.ca

MICHAELA RITCHIE

mritchie@cjournal.ca

T

ired of dusting off the same old sports
equipment year after year? Throwing the same
football, or hitting the same baseballs every
summer gets old quick, so why not try out some
sports and outdoor activities that take the action
to the next level?
There’s something to be said for keeping things
simple, but trying something new can lead to new
friends, new skills, new stories and an experience
that will stick with you for a lifetime.
Summer is short in Alberta, much to the dismay of
outdoor sports lovers and anyone who enjoys the
sunshine. There is only so much time to get out and
try all the exciting things going on in the summer
sun, and for those getting bored of the same sports
year after year, here are a few ideas that might go
a long way to making the summer more exciting.

A group of players from the red team celebrate a hard-fought victory during the June 5 “Big Game”
at Rampage City Paintball near Millarville.
PHOTO BY JODI BRAK

PAINTBALL

Where: Rampage City Paintball, Bragg Creek Paintball, Capture the Flag
When: By private booking, Sunday walk-on sessions
or special big-game events
Combine the adrenaline rush of your favourite action film with a healthy
amount of exercise in the great outdoors and you’ll begin to understand
the thrill of paintball.
The staccato crack of shots being fired, the excited screams coming
Steve Lane of the paintball team “The Unnamed” attempts to blend into the
from the field, the distinct smell of the paintballs and the intense rush
bushes at Rampage City Paintball.
PHOTO BY JODI BRAK
of simulated combat have kept players coming back to the sport for
years. There are several locations around Calgary that
offer private bookings, walk-on sessions and special
events for anyone interested in experiencing the rush
of chasing friends with a paintball gun.
Veteran paint-warriors can bring their own gear and
newcomers to the sport can rent all the necessary
equipment on-site, making the sport accessible even
to those who have never played before.
Rampage City Paintball hosts a “big game” once
a month during the summer, where more than 100
players will often come out for a day of intense
paintball, sometimes with a specific theme modelled
after action films, historical battles or video games.
The big games include a barbecue lunch, door prizes
and a celebration for the winning team.
Paintball will get your blood flowing, your adrenaline
pumping and will give you stories of valiant heroics
and tragic misjudgement for years to come.
Reid McGrath, another player with “The Unnamed,” returns fire during a skirmish at the June 5
“Big Game” at Rampage City Paintball.
PHOTO BY JODI BRAK
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SPORTS
AXE THROWING

Where: BATL Calgary, 2151 32 St., N.E, or
your backyard
When: By private booking or weekend
drop-in sessions
Think of it like a game of darts, but much more destructive. For
those looking to channel their inner Viking or lumberjack, look
no further than the Backyard Axe Throwing League (BATL).
The club began in Ontario in 2006 and has since spread across
Canada and the United States, including BATL’s Calgary location,
which opened in the summer of 2015.
They offer anyone intrigued by the concept of throwing axes
the chance to learn proper technique from veteran throwers,
Axe-thrower Trevor Cobb first tried the sport at BATL Calgary, and now keeps practice in
practice in the indoor throwing range and compete with friends
his backyard.
PHOTO BY JODI BRAK or other enthusiasts in weekly league matches.
The sport has gained enough popularity that several celebrities
have even given the axes a throw, including Vin Diesel and Ruby
Rose during a recent visit to the BATL Calgary location.
Jesse Ball of BATL Calgary says there are a few ways for prospective axethrowers to get involved at the official location. Groups can organize a private
booking and get over 2 hours of throwing with friends, or come for drop in
nights on Friday and Saturday evenings.
There is also a competitive league for those who are looking to test their
accuracy against more practiced throwers. Whether you want to throw a few
axes just for fun, or see how you stack up against serious competition, axe
throwing can be a great way to let off some steam.
As the name suggests, axe throwing started in the backyard and many
enthusiasts keep that tradition alive, hand-crafting their own targets or simply
picking an unlucky tree, stump or piece of plywood. This sport is easily enjoyed
at an official venue or simply in the great outdoors with some good friends.
Brady Side celebrates a perfect throw, hitting 3 out of 3 axes on target.
PHOTO BY JODI BRAK

SAILING

Where: Calgary Yacht Club (Chestermere), Glenmore Sailing Club
When: By private booking, special event or membership

Members of the Calgary Yacht Club practice their sailing
skills on Chestermere Lake.
PHOTO COURTESY OF THE CALGARY YACHT CLUB

Despite being a landlocked city, Calgary is home to many avid sailors and a handful of clubs
that can offer inexperienced sailors the chance to get out on the water.
Among these is the Calgary Yacht Club (CYC) on the eastern shore of Chestermere Lake.
Though operating largely through annual memberships, the club offers a variety of summer
camps for children and adults.
These camps provide training for those who have never set foot on a sailboat as well as
refreshers for those with a little experience.
Though these courses offer curious adventurers the chance to test their seafaring legs
while the weather is warm, activities continue throughout the winter for members, as the
club holds social events to keep sailors in touch over the winter.
Membership may be a convenient option for those who do not have a vessel of their own,
as members of the CYC with credible sailing experience may rent or lease a boat from the
club’s own fleet, and have unlimited access to the lakefront grounds.
The CYC will be putting on a Family Fun Sail night at the end of July and August, opening the
club for people to drop in for a barbecue and try sailing under the supervision of membership
holders and staff.
Calgary is also home to other sailing clubs, including the Glenmore Sailing Club and the
Wildrose Sailing School, providing plenty of options for prospective sailors in the city.
For more information about the Calgary Yacht Club and its activities, visit its website http://
calgaryyachtclub.wildapricot.org
CALGARYJOURNAL.CA
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Elite athletes struggle for ﬁnancial support

Top-tier competitors struggle to sustain athletic careers

Despite competing in the top of their sport, even at Olympic levels, many elite athletes struggle to
support themselves in Canada.
PHOTO COURTESY OF OLLIE HARDING / FLICKR

uring the summer of 2008, Thomas Hall
placed first in the sprint canoeing World Cup
competition in Duisburg, Germany, securing
his spot at the Beijing Olympics where he would go
on to win a bronze medal for Team Canada.
It was a moment he would remember for the rest
of his life, and had taken 8 years of hard work to
achieve.
Representing Canada on the podium at an
international level brought him sponsorship, and
a generous bonus from the Canadian Olympic
Committee, but proved to not be enough to pay
the bills.
Despite retiring from the sport four years ago,
Hall is still working on paying off the debt he
incurred over his 30 years canoeing.
Elite level athletic competition is very expensive
as a result of equipment, training and travel costs.
Despite the funding available, many athletes can’t
support themselves due to inflation and rising
costs of living.
“It’s no secret that athletes live below the poverty
line so you’re not doing this for the money,” says
Hall. “There’s a few that manage to do very well for
themselves but the vast majority of us struggle and
I struggled certainly.”
According to the 2014 report by the Department
of Canadian Heritage, the average elite athlete
spends 43 per cent of their monthly expenses on
sport-related costs; a percentage that has risen

consistently since the study began in 1997.
The same report states that the average elite
athlete sees a monthly shortage of over $1,200 per
month, around $15,000 each year.
“The most money I ever made was about $40,000
the year I won the bronze medal at the Olympics,”
says Hall. “But that was a very expensive year for me
in terms of travelling and training. I think a lot of
athletes are lucky because they’ll stay at home, but
if you do have to support yourself, buy all your food
and all the rest, it does get very expensive.”
And that expense is particularly challenging
when coupled with the time commitment needed
to be an elite athlete.
John Dunn, a professor in the faculty of Physical
Education and Recreation at the University of
Alberta says, “Sport has gotten to a level now
where if you’re not dedicating virtually all your time
towards the development and growth of you as an
athlete and of your team, it’s almost impossible
to succeed at the Olympic level. It almost has to
become all consuming.”
Hall says the time commitment made it
impossible for him to work part time on the side
while he was still competing and required to travel
often for competitions.
Different sports also receive different amounts
of funding based on their popularity or medal
potential, further complicating many athletes’
finances.
Ashley LaBrie, executive director of AthletesCAN,
says this often makes it difficult for athletes in less
popular sports to continue competing.
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“It’s a vicious cycle – making it much harder for
athletes to get that traction to gain the kind of
competitive advantages that they need to achieve
their best performances.”
The Athlete Assistance Program, introduced in
2004, awards money to the top Canadian athletes
in all sports, based on their performance and medal
potential, in a process called carding.
There are different categories of carding
available, the highest being the senior card granted
to athletes who have the ability to place in the top
half of their competition or the top eight at an
international level.
A senior card equates to $1,500 per month.
However, according to Simon Rivet, a media
spokesperson for the Department of Canadian
Heritage, average living expenses are $1,460 a
month.
Despite the support available, financial stresses
can weigh heavily on athletes, something that
Kimberley Dawson, a professor of sport and
exercise psychology at Wilfred Laurier University,
says not many people realize.
“One of the things that people think about elite
athletes is the fact that they are so tuned into their
sport that they don’t have any other life related
stresses. And that’s not the case, those stresses
definitely don’t go away and in fact, they are often
times amplified,” she says.
The struggle elite athletes face to support
themselves and their families while still competing
can be challenging, causing some athletes to train
reduced hours or drop out of sport for a few years
to save money.
Hall says the money from the government helps
alleviate the burden but, according to LaBrie, the
amount of carding money has not increased since
its introduction.
“The Athlete Assistance Program has not received
an increase since 2004,” she says. “Most recently, we
worked with the Canadian Olympic Committee and
Canadian Paralympic Committee Athletes’ Councils
to request a 20 per cent increase to reflect the
consumer price index.”
So far, the general consensus among experts
is that there is just simply not enough money to
go around, and the funding available is targeted
mainly towards the top athletes with medal
potential.
“There is more and more targeting or
categorization of sports,” says Dale Henwood,
President of the Canadian Sport Institute Calgary.
“If there isn’t enough to go around and there’s not
enough new money then they’re investing in those
people or those sports that consistently perform.”
Considering the caliber of elite sport, Henwood
also says the cost is to be expected but it is not
solely up to the government to provide funding for
athletes.
“Excellence is expensive. Excellence is long term.
Excellence is difficult,” says Henwood. “Do [athletes]
need more money? Absolutely, I’m not suggesting
they don’t. But it is a choice they’re making. This is a
choice in terms of a lifestyle and it is costly.”
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